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Abstract 
As a result of decades of rapid unplanned growth , 
urbanization in the Kathmandu Valley has been 
unsustainable and haphazard. Today , Kathmandu ' s 
food systems in particular are increasingly subject 
to the effects of a diminishing foodshed and loss of 
its historical agricultural identity , compounded 
by stressors such as natural disasters and climate 
change . 
Urban agriculture could be a linchpin , not only 
supplementing local food requirements , but 
providing key ecosystem services , supporting social 
and infrastructural resilience , and fostering 
self - determination for communities historically 
marginalized by the state. However , for urban 
agriculture to achieve this potential, it needs to be 
embedded into the spatial , cultural , and ecological 
systems of the built environment. Through Research 
by Designing , this project explores this question 
and asks how this integration of urban agriculture 
could be achieved . To answer this , the project 
focuses on the concepts of urban agriculture , 
green infrastructure , and agroecology . Thinking of 
urban agriculture as green infrastructure provides 
a framework for incorporating food production as 
one of the multiple benefits we derive from the land. 
Thinking of urban agriculture as urban agroecology 
provides a framework for incorporating practices 
rooted in landscape ecology and food sovereignty. 
Together these three concepts intersect to form 
productive green infrastructure. This productive 
green infrastructure takes the form of a system 
that this project proposes as the Hariyo Mala , 
a projective vision for future Kathmandu Valley. 
Nested within this are additional design proposals 
at the city , neighborhood and site scales that 
further explore strategies and elements of the Hariyo 
Mala system. Together , they project an alternative 
vision for Kathmandu , one where urban agriculture is 
integrated as essential infrastructure in creating 
a more resilient urban future for the valley. 
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Over the last few decades , Kathmandu has gone through considerable social , political , and environmental 
transformations . As the historic hub for Nepal ' s urban development , the valley , since the 1970 ' s, has 
seen one of the fastest urban growth rates in the world (Manandhar , Parajuli , 2015) and continues to 
grow rapidly until this day . As a consequence of unplanned urbanization , loss of green open spaces , 
unprecedented pollution of waterways , and failing infrastructure are daily realities for the people 
of the valley . Kathmandu ' s food systems in particular are increasingly subject to the effects of a 
diminishing foodshed and loss of its historical agricultural identity , compounded by stressors such 
as natural disasters and climate change. Although the state government has proposed various projects 
to guide development going forward , inadequacies in existing policies and codes raise concerns about 
their implementation and effectiveness. Furthermore, there is an absence of ecological planning , bottom 
up stakeholder participation , and consideration of indigenous minority rights and identity. This is 
crucial , particularly today , when construction of highways , airports , and dams have become central 
to the national dialogue as the path forward to a "New Nepal". With little regard to landscapes and 
the communities that inhabit them, these infrastructure works are poised to have massive consequences 
for urbanizing cities such as Kathmandu , and their surrounding environment throughout the country. 
Here , urban agriculture could be a linchpin , supplementing local food requirements , providing 
key ecosystem services , supporting social and infrastructural resilience, and fostering self -
determination for marginalized and indigenous communi ties. There is a potential for Landscape 
Architecture to augment the benefits that urban agricultural practices provide, mitigate the negative 
environmental and social impacts , and integrate urban agriculture into the larger fabric of the 
city and its surrounding landscape. To do this requires landscape architectural thinking , in terms 
of arrangements of stakeholders and actors (Abelman , 2014) , in terms of ecological and cultural 
systems (Philips , 2013) , and in terms of food and infrastructure systems , to comprehend and shape the 
complex relationships that food and landscape share with each other (Potteiger , 2013). Thinking of 
urban agriculture as green infrastructure provides a framework for incorporating food production as 
one of multiple benefits we derive from the land , and managing the many conflicting pressures put on 
productive landscapes . Thinking of urban agriculture as urban agroecology creates opportunities to 
incorporate principles of ecology and the values of food sovereignty , into the urban food system. 
Per i - u r ban ag r icul t u re in t h e 
ou t s k i rt s o f t h e valley 
Bhairab Raj Kaini 
Roo ft op ga r d e ns wi t hin t h e ci ty limi t s 
City f a r mer news 
Ve getabl e ga r d e ns i n vacan t space s 
wi t hin t h e ci t y 
Sattya Medi a Arts Coll ect i ve 9 
Significance 
This research wi ll contribute new knowledge to the field of landscape architecture by developing 
strategies for integrating urban agriculture as an essential infrastructure for a sustainable and 
resilient city. It draws from the concepts of green infrastructure, urban agriculture, and agroecology 
to draw new strategies to achieve this integration. 
Drawing from the concepts of green infrastructure, the research explores how urban agriculture can 
be connected to open, green spaces and natural systems in the city. Drawing from the concept of 
agroecology, it explores how urban agriculture can be redesigned with principles of ecology and 
food sovereignty. Synthesizing key principles from these concepts, the research explores strategies 
applicable to landscape design. Taking the Kathmandu valley as its area of study, the research tests 
these strategies at different spatial scales, from the city-region scale to the scale of a site. 
Employing research by designing at its main method of inquiry, the project aims to develop generalizable 
knowledge that can help inform landscape architects and design practitioners in the design of 
resilient productive landscapes. Specifically in the context of Kathmandu, the research proposal could 
inform urban planning and landscape design in Kathmandu and other growing cities in the country. The 
research could contribute to the current development discourse taking place in Kathmandu and in the 
country, and help promote the value of sustainable and integrated urban agriculture in addressing 
complex transformations taking place in the country. 
Research Question 
The research project is lead by the following overarching question: 
How can agriculture be integrated into the fabric of 
essential infrastructure to create a more sustainable 




The research is organized into 6 chapters. Following chapter 1 where the background of the project 
is introduced, chapter 2 describes the focus of the research and provides explanation of the key 
concepts from literature. In chapter 3, key principles and strategies are synthesized from the key 
concepts, and new strategies are derived. Elements, typologies, and practices are combined to form 
a kit of parts. Chapter 4 comprises of a description of the study area of Kathmandu, Nepal, while, 
Chapter 6 consists of projective design explorations of strategies derived. Finally, Chapter 6 
concludes the research project with a discussion of findings and reflections of the design exploration. 
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Methodology 
Research through des i gn i ng (RTD) i s the ma i n methodo l og i ca l approach used i n the pro j ect , where 
design i ng act i vity is emp l oyed i n the research process to generate new knowl edge ; knowl edge wh i ch 
more spec ificall y , accordi ng to Demi ng and Swaffie l d (20 12 ) i s , "produced i nduct i ve l y through des i gn 
sett i ng and deduct i ve l y through the test i ng and challeng i ng of establi shed concepts and c l a ims " . 
Research by Design 
Pragmatic Knowledge Claim 
Des i gn i ng act i v i ty i s emp l oyed i n the research process to generate new knowl edge 
!Research question ! 
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Literature Review 
"Description , summary , and 
critical evaluation of 
articles , books , and other 
sources relevant to research'' 
Topical Background 
Knowledge on the 
place/ situation 
Applicable best 
practices or models 
Theoretical context 
Existing theories 
Gaps in Knowledge 
Description+Classification 
0 Building understanding about 
landscape characteristics and 
community values and activities 
to provide evidence in support 
of proposed design" 
Landscape Analysis 





Agr i culture typologi es 
Projective Design 
"Set within a given context , 
design investigatiion applies 
different design - based 
strategies to investigate 
various possibilities." 
Design possibilities 





New concepts Green infrastructure 
typologies 
: ............ .......................................................... ........... ~.~-~-~-~ -- - ~-~~~-~~~· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· · · ·· · · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ···· · ····· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· · · · · ···· · ·· · ·· · ··~ 
Diagram o f research process 
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Literature rev1ew 
The research involved description , summary and 
critical evaluation of articles , books , and other 
sources relevant to the topics of urban agriculture 
green infrastructure , and agroecology. The 
research conducted a general study of literature 
on the three topics , seeking to gather fundamental 
understanding of key principles , benefits and 
importance , typologies , and methods of application 
in design and planning . The literature review also 
involved a study of agriculture in the Kathmandu 
valley , its relation to the process of urbanization , 
and the present context of food production . 
A study of the infrastructure projects proposed by 
the state was conducted to develop understanding of 
the infrastructure and urban development goals for 
the valley , and its relation to food production. This 
method was used to build the foundational context for 
the project . It helped develop an understanding of 
the three key topics , clarify the interconnections 
between them, and set up opportunities for synthesizing 
new design strategies. The literature review also 
helped describe the historical and present context 
of agriculture and food production in Kathmandu and 
define possible areas of intervention in relation to 
the goals put forward by the state . 
Description + classification 
Focusing on Kathmandu , descriptive and classification 
strategies were used to build understanding of the 
landscape characteristics of the valley. Through field 
observation , and mapping , analysis was conducted first 
at the city region scale to develop understanding 
of the land available for agriculture , open spaces , 
forest land , and river systems . This information 
was cross examined with infrastructure proposals 
developed by the government to spatialize possible 
areas of urban agricultural intervention . This 
classification helped in the selection of a landscape 
transect along which further design interventions 
would later be explored. The research also studied 
the cultural values and practices necessary to support 
urban agriculture in the valley , and accordingly , its 
integration as green infrastructure in the ongoing 
process of urbanization . Typological analysis and 
classification study was conducted to create a list 
of components consisting of green infrastructure 
asset types , urban agriculture typologies , and 
agroecological practices. Similarly , a matrix of 
native edible tree and plant species were compiled 
which helped to develop a design palette. These 
methods thus were used to conduct a spatial analysis 
of the study area , select a transect for further 
design investigation , and build a list of components 
to supplement the projective design section of the 
research . 
Projective Design 
Through design explorations at different scales , 
the research investigated how agriculture could 
be integrated into the fabric of Kathmandu as 
essential green infrastructure. Applying design 
strategies generated in the research process , 
projective design solutions were explored on 
different scales : A conceptual vision at the city-
region scale ; an urban scale productive green 
infrastructure strategy explored along a transect ; 
a neighborhood scale concept ; and finally design at 
the site level. The design applications were then 
reviewed to draw generalizable conclusions and the 
findings were described in the discussions chapter. 
The design process produced design explorations at 
various scales of intervention. The deliverables 
of the process were then reviewed to draw take -
a ways and highlight areas for future research. 
This project through research by designing 
created generalizable knowledge that could inform 
landscape architects and allied professionals 
working on issues of green infrastructure and 
urban agriculture , thus meeting Deming and 
Swaffield ' s criteria for design to become an 
autonomous research strategy by " producing new 
generalizable knowledge about the world through 
its purposes , protocols , and outcomes " 
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Diagram of intersection of key concepts 
GI Green Infrastructure 
UA Urban Agriculture 
AE Agroecology 
The research focuses on the intersection of the topics of green infrastructure, urban agriculture, 
and agroecology to answer the research question - integrating agriculture in the Kathmandu valley to 
envision a more sustainable and resilient urban future. 
Urban agriculture provides a multitude of benefits, from access to fresh and healthy food, to social 
integration, to employment opportunities and encompasses a wide range of productive typologies 
(Lin et al., 2017). Thinking of urban agriculture as green infrastructure creates opportunity for 
incorporating food production as one of multiple benefits we derive from the land, and creates an 
opportunity for urban agriculture to gain spatial significance in the city where green infrastructure 
assets are combined with food productive functions to create new hybrid typologies (Viljoen et al., 
2019) . 
Implementing the principles and practices of agroecology in urban agriculture creates opportunities 
to incorporate principles of ecology and the values of food sovereignty, into the urban food system 
(Tornaghi et al, 2020) . 
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Green Infra s tructure (GI ) 




and funct i onall y 
systems and 
of protected 
supported wi th 
protected , art i fic i a l and 
hybr i d i n frastructures o f 
buil t l andscapes that provi de 
mu l t i p l e , comp l ementary 
ecosystem and l andscape 
f unct i ons to the publi c , i n 
support of susta i nabili ty 
(Ahern et a l . , 20 14). 
Urban Agriculture ( UA ) 
cu l t i vation of food , and 
the ra i s i ng of an i ma l s i n 
and around c i t i es (Tornaghi, 
20 1 4; Hou , 20 1 7) . 
Agroecology (AE ) 
an i ntegrated approach that 
applies eco l og i ca l and soc i a l 
pr i nc i p l es to the des i gn 
and management o f food and 
agr i cu l tura l systems (FAO , 
20 18) . 
Gu i ded by the research quest i on , th i s research first extracts key pr i nc i p l es from Green I nfrastructure 
and Agroeco l ogy. Taki ng these key pr i nc i p l es , the research then draws strategi es that can be applied to 
i ntegrate urban agr i cu l ture i nto the urban l andscape. A matr i x i s a l so synthes i zed from li terature and 
li sts key urban agri cu l tura l typo l og i es , green i n f rastructu r e assets , and agroeco l og i ca l p r act i ces. 
The matr i x acts as a too l to support the strategi es and further gu i de the des i gn research. 
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Urban Agriculture 
Provides multiple benefits in addition to food 
Comes in various forms and scales 
Has potential to contribute to socio-ecological 
resilience of city 
Needs systems thinking to be integrated into 
larger city 
Urban agriculture (UA) maybe defined as the 
cultivation of food, and the raising of animals 
in and around cities (Tornaghi, 2014; Hou, 2017). 
It encompasses a wide range of spaces and practices 
manifesting in various forms and sizes from small 
kitchen gardens, to large agricultural estates 
(Philips, 2013), and even include practices 
considered as subversive and interstitial such 
as foraging and guerilla gardening (Galt et al, 
2014) . 
Historically a vi tal part of urban life, urban 
agriculture has been experiencing a recent 
resurgence around the wor ld (Tornaghi, 2014; Hou, 
2017) . 
Farmers Busy on Field near Taudaha , Kathmandu 
Saroj Pandey 
Previously pushed out of city boundaries by 
exclusionary regulations, or limited to residual 
spaces over the past decades, today, urban 
agriculture projects find their place back in urban 
life, influencing the urban form, challenging 
land-use policies and creating dialogue on novel 
ways of using public space (Galt et al, 2014). The 
proliferation of urban food production presents 
opportunities as we ll as challenges for the cities 
of tomorrow, attracting interest and support from 
governments and grassroots movements, as we ll as 
from a range of diverse professions, 
landscape architecture (Hou, 2017). 
including 
As cities 
continue to grow and densify, urban agriculture 
is uniquely able to also help alleviate poverty 
and food insecurity, wh ich is particularly the 
case for many underdeveloped countries around the 
wor ld. 
Background 
There is a fundamental relationship between 
food production and how cities have formed and 
developed. The earliest permanent human dwellings 
were places that supported a communal economy 
based on food production and storage (Steel, 2012). 
Historical indications of urban agriculture, going 
back as far as 10,000 years ago, illustrate that 
various civilizations used 
and controlled zones within 
part of their daily rituals 
to farm in contained 
the c ity compounds as 
(Philips, 2013). 
In the semi -desert towns of Persia, some 4, 000 years 
ago, intensive food production was supported by 
water transported through aqueducts and nurtured 
by wastes from the nearby communities. In Machu 
Pichu, scarce water was reused over mountain 
terraces for biointensive vegetable beds designed 
to catch the afternoon sun and stretch the season, 
all in proximity to the built environment (Vilj oen, 
2005). In more recent history, during Wo rld War 
I and II, war gardens and victory gardens were 
created en masse in private residences, schools, 
and vacant lots, to reduce pressures on the ffb lic 
food supply and to cultivate produce (Philips , 
2013) Over the past decades , planners and 
governments have opted to ignore and or actively 
discourage food production within the city (Galt 
et al , 2014) . Tornaghi (2 01 4) lists combinations 
of three factors: land privatization from pre -
feudal times to modern days , colonial impacts 
on agricultural markets and food commodification , 
and application of modernist planning on public 
spaces , as a primary agents of creating the 
contemporary urban form and the "residual space 
of urban agriculture". 
Daniel Winterbottom defines this residual space 
as having detached qualities , being left over , 
or having little opportunity for meaningful 
engagement by the community (Winterbottom, 2000) . 
Modern capitalist agriculture and transportation 
systems have also further increased this separation 
between food production and food consumption 
(Philips , 2013) , with neoliberal trade policies 
promoting and normalizing the marginalization of 
urban food production (Galt et al , 2014). 
Modern agricultural systems are characterized as 
consistent of the subjugation of socio - ecological 
processes to create food based on capital ' s laws of 
motion . Capitalist production is seen as alienating 
the producer from the object , as well as from the 
bio/physical environment the object is produced 
from. A consequence of this rationality , Galt et 
al . write , is the unprecedented concentration of 
market power - At present , 30 companies handle 30 
per cent of global food trade . Embedded in this 
dominant system are unjust labor practices , loss 
in genetic diversity , and vulnerability to health 
hazards (Steel , 2012 ; Tornaghi , 2014). 
In opposition , today , various social movements 
such as organic food , slow food and local food , and 
various peasant movements have started to advocate 
strategies for respatializing food systems , 
including shortening food miles (Feagan , 2007 in 
Potteiger , 2017) . These movements frame the public 
discourse around the relationship between food 
and place , and also provide opportunities for 
landscape interventions (Potteiger , 2017) . Here , 
the urban and vacant plot gardens in Detroit , 
the Garden City ini tia ti ve in Taipei , and the 
Organiponicos in Cuba illustrate key examples 
of urban agriculture practices taking place 
and gaining recognition around the wo rld. They 
highlight changing attitudes against dominant 
agriculture systems and showcase a strong rising 
concern for environmental and for social justice 
(Tornaghi , 2014) 
Typologies 
Urban agriculture comes in a variety of forms , from 
a small planter bed to a large edible forest . They 
can range from being a for - profit operation to being 
pubic run with varying physical characteristics 
and programmatic features . The following list 
highlights some of the common typologies of urban 
agriculture (Cohen et al. , 2012) (Lin et al. , 
2017) : 
Private gardens 
Roo ft op ga r dens 
Edible es t a t es 
Community gardens 







Mul t i f amily landscapes 
Roo ft op f a r ms 
Commercial farms 
Edible ho t el/reso rt landscapes 
Res t au r an t f a r m t o t able 
Learning and demons tra t ion ga r dens 
Resea r ch I experimen t al f a r ms 
Food pantr y ga r dens 
Edible school ga r dens 
Benefits 
In addition to providing food for consumption , 
Urban agriculture provides a multi tude of 
environmental , social and economic benefits 18 
(Viljoen , 2005) contributing to the livability , 
sustainabili ty , and resilience of cities (Lin et 
al ., 2017). To farmers and gardeners , growing 
food is important , but often it is a means to 
other goals as well . 
Urban agriculture can provide access to healthy 
and affordable food , create safe spaces , stimulate 
job growth and aid in promoting environmental 
stewardship (Cohen et al , 2012) . These practices 
and spaces help transform people , as well as their 
social and ecological relationships at various 
levels and scales (Galt et al , 2014). 
A partial list categorizes and enumerates these 
benefits as follows : (Philips , 2013) (Hou , 2017) (Lin 
et al. , 2017) (Palmer et al. , 2016) : 
Health 
•Better access to fresh and affordable produce 
• Improved dietary nutrition and diversity 
• Leisure , recreation , and physical activities 
• Food- health literacy 
Ecological 
•Variation in vegetative complexity and 
diversity 
•Arthropod diversity including pollinator 
species 
• Ecosystem services such as stormwater 
management , carbon storage and sequestration 
Social 
• Food security in times of crisis 
•Access to culturally relevant food and 
medicinal plants 
• Community building through social interaction 
and cross - cultural learning 
Economic 
• Local food production and economic stimulation 
• Job growth and readiness 
• Food affordability and household savings 
Multimodality and Resilience 
Jeff Hou (Greening cities , 2017) echoing these 
benefits talks of how places of urban agriculture , 
specifically , urban community gardens , perform 
multiple functions . Urban community gardens , he 
writes , act as convivial space , cultural space , 
inclusive space , restorative space , democratic 
space , and resilient space. Through multiple 
functions and multiple modes , community gardens 
act as critical social infrastructure augmenting 
the urban and social fabric as places where 
people develop individual agency as well as 
social ties with other community members , and 
where cross - cultural learning and building of 
connections is encouraged. 
In particular , as resilient space , Hou writes , 
urban gardens provide a social safety net to 
communities in the event of a disaster. The 
gardens help build social ties and through food 
production , provide resilience in times of crisis , 
whether a sudden natural disaster , or a slower 
economic downturn (Krancy , 2007 as used in Hou , 
2017) . 
Here , not only was the physical space important for 
resiliency , but so were the social ties developed 
in creation of the physical space. Williams (2014) 
writes of how urban gardening as a collective 
enables low income communities to create a better 
opportunity for themselves and become resilient. 
A more resilient community in terms of disaster 
preparedness and climate change , in turn becomes 
more progressive and productive (Golez , 2013 , as 
cited in Hou , 2017) . Here , the term ' resilience ' 
is derived from ' socio - ecological resilience ', 
that is , the notion of apparent alternative 
stable states and is concerned with persistence , 
change , and unpredictability (Gunderson et al , 
2002 , as cited in Hou , 2017) . Critical factors 
to developing resiliency include: (1) learning to 
live with change , (2) nurturing diversity , (3) 
combining different knowledge types for learning , 
and (4) creating opportunity for self- organization 
and cross - scale linkages . Community gardf'~ing , 
and urban agriculture in general , can speak to 2013) . Re - imagining urban agriculture , from 
this idea of socio - ecological resilience , as they scattered small scale projects , to larger 
provide opportunities for social learning and cohesive productive landscapes at the sacle of 
lifestyle adaptations , speak to specific community the city - requires landscape architectural 
and environmental concerns , and encourage cross 
scale linkages (Folke 2003 , as cied in Hou , 2017) 
Integration into the Urban Fabric 
Urban Agriculture(UA) provides many benefits , 
including local food production , community 
engagement , and recreation (Lin et al. , 2017) . 
At the same time UA practices face many obstacles 
for larger scale implementation and integration 
into the urban landscape . Here , much of the debate 
is centered around development pressures , and 
environmental and health concerns (Lin et al ., 
2017) . As urbanization increases , productive lands 
face pressures from other competing types of urban 
development (Lin et al ., 2017) (Cohen , 2012) in 
addition to facing opposition from exclusionary 
zoning systems currently instated in most places . 
At the same time , due to use of pesticides , and 
food production in contaminated sites , UA may end 
up resulting in human and environmental health 
problems through metal uptake in crops from 
contaminated soils . There is also the possibility 
of spillover from farms to natural systems , of 
weed , pathogen or pest populations , potentially 
harming native ecosystems . Furthermore , new UA and 
green spaces can also result in increased housing 
and property values exacerbating/contributing 
to gentrification by forcing residents to find 
affordable housing elsewhere (Lin et al ., 2017) . 
There is a potential for Landscape Architecture 
to augment the benefits that urban agricultural 
practices provide , mitigate the negative 
environmental and social impacts , and integrate 
UA into the larger fabric of the city and its 
surrounding landscape . Systems thinking becomes 
crucial in achieving this integration towards 
a more sustainable food system that focuses on 
health , community , and ecosystems (Philips , 
thinking , in terms of arrangements of 
stakeholders and actors (Abelman , 2014) , in 
terms of interlocking ecological and cultural 
systems (Philips , 2013) , and in terms of food 
systems , to comprehend and shape the complex 
relationships that food and landscape share 
with each other (Potteiger , 2013) . This need 
highlights a gap in current knowledge i.e . for 
research , planning , and design led inquiry , and 
to coherently embed urban agriculture into the 
build environment through the consideration of 
space . Conversely , supporting the integration of 
urban agriculture and productive landscapes from 
niche activism into the urban food system, also 
" lead to agricultural practices gaining spatial 
significance within the city fabric " (Viljoen et 
al. , 2019) . 
Green Infrastructure (GI) planning could be one 
systematic approach that considers the aspect of 
space , and that pushes forward the notion that 
UA is an important component of a sustainable 
city and advocates for it to be integral part 
of planning and design. GI planning could help 
add to GI ' s multifunctionality providing food 
production and associated benefits as additional 
functions of a GI system while helping urban 
agriculture and productive urban landscapes 
gain spatial significance within the urban 
fabric . Similarly , incorporating principles of 
agroecology could enhance urban biodiversity 
and ecosystem services through the design 
of complex and diverse agroecosystems . As a 
social movement , incorporating principles of 
agroecology could advocate for the right of 
citizens to land , resources , and to decide their 
own food and farming policies and demands social 
transformation to achieve food sovereignty. 
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Agroecology 
Is a science , approach, and movement 
Rooted in non - hierarchical and inclusive models 
Prioritizes the selective design of 
diversified compositions 
Supports environmental and socio - economic 
resilience 
Advocates for food sovereignty 
Supports closed loop community food networks 
Has potential to make urban agriculture and urban 
food systems more equitable and susta i nable 
Agroecology may be defined as an integrated approach 
that applies ecological and social principles to 
the design and management of food and agricultural 
systems (FAO , 2018) . 
Industrialized and globalized agriculture systems 
have been successful in producing large volumes 
of food and meeting the demands of the global 
market . At the same time , they have had negative 
impacts to public health , the environment , 
and to the livelihoods of rural , local and 
A Community Fo re s t in Ne pal ancho r s hillside s , suppo rt s 
bio d i v ersi ty , and p r ov i d e s a s o u r c e o f income . 
WWF 
indigenous communities (Altieri et al ., 2000) 
(FAO , 2018) (NYCA Foodshed) . Characterized by 
centralized corporate control , extensive mono -
cultures , and high external input dependence , 
contemporary systems have led to deforestation , 
water scarcities , loss of biodiversity , soil 
depletion , and have contributed to climate 
change Furthermore , despite increases in food 
production , hunger and extreme poverty persist as 
critical global challenges (FAO , 2018) (Sampath , 
2014) 0 
There is a need to develop more sustainable 
practices in how we grow food , manage our land , 
and reconnect people with nature and with their 
historic , cultural and natural sources of food and 
sustenance (Altieri et al ., 2000) . Agroecology 
offers an alternative in meeting the anticipated 
significant increases in our food needs without 
depleting the environment and dis - empower i ng 
communities (FAO , 2018) (Sampath , 2014) . 
Principles 
Agroecology utilizes socio - ecological principles 
to study , design and manage agroecosystems 
natural ecosystems modified for the production of 
food , fiber , fuel and other products for human 
consumption and processing (Altieri , 2014) . These 
systems are based on the application of ecological 
pr i nciples around the main goal of preserving 
biodiversity and increasing biological efficiency 
while maintaining sel f- sustaining capac i ty . 
Diversity 
An important principle of agroecology is 
the optimization and use of biodiversity in 
Agroecology (Sampath , 2014) Agroecosystems are 
" highly diverse and opt i mize r i chness o f species 
and genet i c resources to provide a var i ety of 
spatial and temporal plant - animal assemblages" 
(Altieri , 2014) . 
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Diversity in designing agroecosystems is important 
as (Altieri 1994 , Gliessman 1998 , as cited in 
Altieri et al. , 2000) : 
It increases opportunities for coexistence and 




build synergies through 
of diversified compositions and 
synchronization of productive activities across 
time and space. Building synergies enhances 
ecosystem functions and services such as soil and 
water restoration and conservation , and improved 
natural pest regulation mechanisms (Altieri et 
al ., 1998 as cited in Altieri et al. , 2000). 
It allows for better resource use efficiency through 
complementarity in crop species needs, overlap of 
species niches, and partitioning of resources 
Through the efficient use of natural resources in 
agroecosystems losses are minimized . Producers 
rely on fewer external resources , thus reducing 
costs and negative impacts on the environment . 
For example: crop rotation with nitrate catch 
crops such as pulses could result in substantial 
savings in nitrogen fertilizers by preventing 
loss through leaching (FA0 , 2016 as used in FAO , 
2018) 
Diversity in the soil performs a variety of 
ecological services such as nutrient recycling and 
detoxification of noxious chemicals and regulation 
of plant growth 
Recycling of biomass becomes important to optimize 
nutrient availability , reduce waste and pollution , 
and lower economic costs . For example , in rice -
fish systems , aquatic animals 
help to fertilize the rice crop and reduce pests , 
reducing the need for external fertilizer or 
pesticide inputs (FAO , 2018) 
It can contribute to conservation of biodiversity 
in surrounding ecosystems 
Diverse crop sytems create a 
microclimates that can be occupied 
variety of 
by a range of 
beneficial predators , parasites , and pollinators ( 
Altieri et al ., 2000) 
Resilience 
The level of existing diversity can also make the 
difference whether a system is resilient or unable 
to recover from stress . Agroecological practices 
that optimize diversity have greater capacity to 
recover from disturbances such as extreme weather 
events and natural disasters. Crop diversity also 
enhances resilience to climatic variability and 
favors arthropods and microorganisms involved in 
improved nutrient cycling , soil fertility , and 
pest regulation (Altieri and Nicholls , 2004 as 
used in Altieri et al ., 2000) . On a landscape 
scale , diversified agricultural landscapes resist 
pest and disease attack and are better able to 
contribute to pest and disease control functions . 
Agroecology can also be crucial in enhancing socio -
economic resilience . Through diversification , 
producers reduce their vulnerability to failure 
of a single crop or livestock species . By reducing 
dependence on external inputs , producers are less 
dependent on and thus vulnerable to economic risk 
tied to the market (FA0 , 2018) . This enhanced 
resilience of people and communities through 
sustainable stewardship of the land and ecosystems 
then leads to creating more sustainable food and 
agricultural systems (FAO , 2018). 
Food Sovereignty 
Agroecology recognizes that issues of food and 
agriculture are both ecological and agronomic . 
They are inherently socio - technical and that 
they are co - constuctions "of water , people 
(including their forms of knowledge , their 
labour) , investment flows , soil organisms , and 
more ." For peasant organisations such as the La 
Via Campesina , agroecology is a social movement 
that protects their food sovereignty - " people ' s 
right to control the conditions of the knowledge , 
resources and ways in which food is prepared 
eaten and metabolised by humans , without 
undermining the ecosystem or ending in self-
sufficiency discourses ." (C . M. Deh - Tor , 2017). 22 
Urban agroecology practices for food sovereignty 
are based on (Pimbert , 2017) 
Re - embedding agriculture in nature , relying on 
functional biodiversity and internal resources 
for production of food , fibre and other benefits. 
Reducing dependence on commodity markets 
Diversifying outputs and market outlets , often 
with the help of citizens 
Rediscovering forgotten resources such as 
organic manure , and the decentralized and 
distributed production of renewable energy 
Above all , agroecology demands for "citizens to 
exercise their fundamental human right to decide 
their own food and farming policies " (Pimbert , 
2017) . One way in which this demand for more 
democratic governance of the food system could 
be through cocreation and sharing of context -
specific knowledge where through cocreation 
process , contemporary practices derived from the 
ecological , social , and agronomic sciences with 
indigenous and traditional knowledge (Altieri , 
2014) (FAO , 2018) . 
Circular and solidarity networks 
Conventional urban agriculture shares similarities 
with industrial food production - dependence on 
external inputs , linear , globalized infrastructure 
chains , etc . An alternative to such an 
unsustainable and consolidated system that assumes 
both an endless supply of resources as well as 
an endless capacity for waste disposal , would be 
to transition to one that is based on circular 
metabolism and embraces values of solidarity among 
different actors (Pimbert , 2017) . 
This alternative is based on the ecological 
principles of nested and intersecting resource 
cycles where waste is converted into something 
of use from . Agroecology offers such a circular 
system . At the scale of the city , specialized 
and centralized supply chains are replaced with 
" resilient and decentralized webs of food and 
energy systems integrated with sustainable water 
and waste management systems ". These systems can 
be applied at multiple scales from that of "a 
farm to the entire cities " by using diversification 
strategies , ecological clustering of industries , 
recycling , and re - localised production and 
consumption within a territorial based approach 
to sustainable living . Such processes would serve 
to both heal alienation and close waste - energy-
water - food loops (Pimbert , 2017). This approach 
also seeks to reconnect produce and consumer . By 
prioritizing local markets and supporting local 
economic developments , alternative solidarities 
are created and virtuous cycles are established 
strengthened and shortened food circuits mean 
reduced waste and inefficiencies in the system, and 
an increased incomes for food producers while 
maintaining a fair price for consumers (FAO , 2018) . 
Empowering infrastructure 
Looking at the urban context , there is a 
for collective investment in infrastructure 
integrates ecological and food production 





is a need for infrastructures and permanent 
improvements that support farmers "as stewards of 
the soil and the society that depends on it" . Such 
an empowering infrastructure would support farmers 
in building resourcefulness and overcoming the 
current lack thereof , imagining" a well - equipped 
urban landscape that serves agroecological food 
growing in its full bio - cultural diversity", 
where , " community- based and managed food producing 
hubs are rooted within an pervasive and broadly 
socialized urban infrastructure. " 
It would value decentralization and democratization 
of resources and seek to close the gap between 
the rural and urban ; and reconnect producers with 
consumers (Tornaghi et al ., 2020) ; contributing to 
a more transformative change of our food system 
(Tornaghi et al. , 2020) (Gliessman , 2016) . 
Examples of such empowering infrastructures 
include: community owned and operated energy 
infrastructure , systems for collecting , storing , 
transferring and recycling nutrients ; programmed 
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and spaces for seed exchanges , and seed banks ; 
infrastructure for ready access to food processing , 
preservation , and distribution , including a free 
access to markets (Tornaghi et al ., 2020) . 
Practices: 
The following is a brief list of agroecological 
practices : 
Agroforestry systems 




Crop - livestock systems 
Diversified landscapes 
Green manures 
Horizontal formal and informal education 
Promotion of participatory processes 
Provision of public goods 
Community and farmer to farmer food networks , 
Increase access to land , biodiversity , knowledge , 
and technology 
Agroecology 1n Urban Agriculture 
As populations continue to live in cities 
around the world , urban agriculture is becoming 
an important alternative contributing to food 
security. It has been estimated that UA can provide 
around 15 - 20 % of all food production. However , 
the question still remains - how much can cities 
truly be self- sufficient? (Altieri et al . , 2018). 
Competing development interests , lack of resources 
such as available land , soil and compost , water 
and fertilizer continue to create obstacles for 
UA practices . Various urban agriculture movements 
have provided recognition for different agricultural 
histories and practices in the urban context 
extending the possibility of connecting the urban 
with nature (Almeida et al., 2017) . However, not 
all urban agriculture practices employ equitable , 
sustainable and ecological principles. 
(Altieri et al. , 2018) illustrate through examples 
from urban farms and gardens from different parts of 
the world that "self- sufficiency in terms of vegetables 
could potentially be achieved at the level of a 
community or city if such UA farms were re - designed 
and managed using agroecological principles and 
that well - designed urban farms could be up to 15 
times more productive in terms of total output 
than rural holdings". Altieri et al. (2019) write 
that the same Agrecology principles , traditionally 
applied in small holder farms in rural contexts , 
can be applied to urban agriculture practices for 
recycling of nutrients and organic matter turnover 
for soil fertility , closed energy flows , water and 
soil conservation and enhanced pest regulation all 
key processes necessary to maintain UA productivity 
and enhance the ecosystem (Altieri , 1995). 
Moving beyond farm management - rethinking of urban 
agriculture as urban agroecology could provide an 
avenue to "collectively think and act upon food 
system knowledge , access to healthy and culturally 
appropriate food , decent living conditions for food 
producers , and the cultivation of living soils and 
biodiversity" (Dyck et . al , 2017). Agroecological 
thinking could be a way to move ' agricultures ' in 
the city away from purely market oriented logics of 
production , and towards "connecting social function 
with the value of land configuring new metropolitan 
territories , and reinvigorating livelihoods based 
on socio - environmental reproduction". (Almeida et . 
al. , 2017). 
Michael Pimbert(2017) summarizes that urban 
agroecology could transform food production in the 
city on three dimensions: 
1 . Ecological: Reorganizing the material basis of 
food production in the image of nature 
2. Political : Expanding citizen participation and 
democracy in the co - production of knowledge 
policies , and urban space 
3. Economic: Inventing forms of economic organization 




Connection is essential to improve overall system 
function 
Values natural systems as essential to 
sustainability 
Prioritizes multiple functionality and the 
maximization of ecosystem services 
Borrows spatial concepts from landscape ecology 
Is multiscalar 
Green Infrastructure (GI) maybe defined as 
"spatially and functionally integrated systems and 
networks of protected landscapes supported with 
protected , artificial and hybrid infrastructures 
of built landscapes that provide multiple , 
complementary ecosystem and landscape functions 
to the public , in support of sustainabili ty" 
(Ahern , 2014) . 
First coined in Florida in 1994 , GI as a 
concept combines ' green ' and ' infrastructure ' 
to advocate for the importance of natural 
systems as infrastructure and to push forward 
the notion that they be considered a key part 
of planning processes (Firehock , 2015) Natural 
areas and features , working landscapes , and open 
spaces provide multiple functions and deliver a 
range of benefits including but not limited to 
habitat conservation , stormwater management , and 
ecological resilience (TLI , 2009). GI planning is 
based on the understanding that these resources are 
interdependent , and that through connectivity and 
integration , they allow for synergistic benefits 
through multifunctionality including ecological 
resilience (Firehock , 2015) (TLI , 2009). 
Principles 
When appropriately planned , designed and managed 
as a continuous netwo rk , GI has the potential to 
deliver a wide range of social , environmental 
and economic benefits at the multiple scales 
(TLI , 2009) (Austin , 2011) . The context of green 
infrastructure is generally suburban and urban , 
but optimally connects to more natural and 
fully functioning ecosystems . The principles 
that form the basis for the concept of green 
infrastructure have arisen from multiple 
disciplines including "planning , landscape 
architecture , ecology and conservation biology , 
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and transportation ." (Firehock , 2 0 15) . 
widely promoted as having potential to 
urban environmental planning , GI still 
broad concept. 
The term has multiple meanings in terms of scale 
from national and regional ecological networks , 
urban area green networks , to small scale stormwater 
management systems (Hansen and Paulei t , 2 0 14) . This 
report attempts to highlight key principles that 
have most often been associated with GI and that 
offer opportunity for implementation in ans wering 
the main research question . 
Key principles of green infrastructure are as 
follows: 
Integration 
Green infrastructure planning approaches take 
urban green or green spaces as infrastructure 
and seek integration and coordination with 
other urban infrastructures (built - up structure , 
transportation) in terms of physical and functional 
relations to provide synergistic benefits through 
multifunctionality (Lovell and Taylor , 2 0 13) (Hansen 
and Pauleit , 2 0 14) 
The ' greening of infrastructure ' is essential in 
contributing to innovation and to sustainability . 
As opposed to grey infrastructures that are often 
calibrated to provide for single functions , the 
GI approach involves the intertwine/combining and 
integrating multiple sustainable functions to the 
built environment . 
This integration could involve combining different 
functions at different spaces in a network , or 
stacking functions vertically in one , and could even 
include innovative scheduling strategies , such as 
"limited human use of hydrological systems during 
high flow periods" (Ahern , 2 014). 
Multi functionality 
Mul tifunctionali ty is one of the key concepts of 
GI. It may be understood as the multiple roles 
that GI ' assets ' or elements provide . This notion 
of multifunctionality of GI assessments that they 
can deliver a diverse range of benefits which are 
mutually reinforcing. GI approach to land use 
planning promotes encourages that the same asset 
perform the widest range of functions for a greater 
range of socio - cultural , ecological , and economic 
benefits than that would have been possible otherwise 
(TLI , 2 00 9). 
GI approaches also provide for greater diversity 
at a landscape scale Functionality is a way to 
analyze functions and processes that maintain and 
work within a given GI asset or between assets in the 
landscape . Specifically , multi - functionality , has 
become increasingly important in the conversation 
of landscape development in relation to continued 
competition for economically incentivised land use 
development. GI approaches are an alternative to 
Grey infrastructure development and their focus 
on singular and profit driven development Mell 
et al. , 2 00 7) . Multiple functions increase cost -
effectiveness and efficiency through multiple use and 
compact organization (Austin , 2 0 14) . 
Ecosystem services 
An important concept that supports the multiple 
functions that GI assets provide are ecosystem 
services the range of services provided by 
ecosystems and their components (TLI , 2 00 9) . 
Ecological services include , among others , the 
regulation of climatic condition , cycling of 
nutrients , detoxification of wastes , and control of 
pests (ESA , 2 00 6 , as mentioned in Ahern , 2 0 14) . The 
ecosystem services concept helps to place value on 
ecological functions , often to the direct benefit of 
human populations in physical health , economic or 
social terms . 
A partial list of the functions and services that GI 
provides are provided below (Kim et al. , 
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2 0 19) : 
Socio - cultural Function 
Improved built environment 
Reduced noise pollu t i on 
Imp r oved housing quali t y 
Imp r oved access t o public se r vices such as g r een spaces 
Educational opportunities 
Inc r eased in t erac t ion wi t h na t u r e 
Increased awareness on environmen t al issues 
Ecological Function 
Runoff control 
Reduced downs t ream erosion 
St o rwmwa t er runoff managemen t 
Flood con t r ol 
Environmental resilience 
Groundwa t er r echarge 
Habi t a t conserva t i on 
Improved wa t er and air quali t y 
Improved pollu t an t loadings 
Reduced ecological f oo t p r in t 
Economic Function 
Enhanced economic capacity 
Imp r oved ma rke t abili t y 
Inc r eased p r ope rt y values and t ax r evenue 
Gr een j ob c r ea t i on 
Reduced Ene r gy Consump t i on 
Spatial articulation 
Another important element in GI as a planning 
approach is its spatial dimension . GI approaches 
employ spatial concepts from the principle of 
landscape ecology , recognizing pattern:process 
relationships , to guide and plan the spatial 
configuration of the landscape . This involves 
interventions that include the fundamental 
landscape elements of patches , corridors , and the 
matrix . The main approach is to conserve large 
blocks of habitat or patches of natural vegetation 
and to create connections and stepping stones 
between them (Ahern , 2 0 14) (Firehock , 2 0 15) . 
In addition to the specific landscape elements 
derived from landscape ecology , articulating a 
spatial concept to guide , inspire and communicate 
the core of a plan or planning strategy becomes 
crucial in designing a GI system . Spatial 
concepts are articulated as highly imaginable 
and understandable metaphors which can support 
and inspire the planning process , such as the 
"garden city", "continuous productive city", and 
the "edge city" . Spatial articulation through 
metaphors thus becomes a key principle through 
which rational knowledge is complemented with 
creative insights . This becomes essential for 
innovative planning , and can "structure and 
inspire the planning process , particularly with 
respect to achieving genuine and effective public 
participation" (Ahern , 2 0 14) . 
Connectivity 
Connectivity is another important element of GI 
where connectivity between different GI assets help 
maximize the benefits generated. Connectivity can 
be crucial in enhancing "public engagement with 
the natural environment , improve opportunities for 
biodiversity migration and assist in encouraging 
sustainable forms of travel " (TLI , 2 00 9). This is 
also an effective approach to decreasing landscape 
fragmentation and increasing the stabilisation 
of the ecological systems of a given landscape 
(Liu and Taylor , 2 00 2 as cited in Mell et al ., 
2 00 7) . 
A high level of connectivity allows for migration 
of energy , people , finance and ideas and supports 
the development of more sustainable spaces 
(Hidding and Teunissen , 2 00 2 as cited in Mell 
et al. , 2 00 7) . Site scale elements , however 
environmentally beneficial , are not considered 
part of the green infrastructure if they are 
geographically isolated from a network of open -
space corridors and spaces. This distinction 
emphasizes that connectivity between spaces 
large enough to support ecosystem functions and 
human use is a critical characteristic . This 
connectivity has positive implications for green 
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infrastructure (Meerow et al. , 2 016). 
Here , connectivity refers to two types based on 
landscape ecology: 
structural the spatial configuration of 
habitat patches 
functional - the behaviors of various species 
(Tischendorf & Fahrig , 2 000 as cited in Meerow 
et al., 2016) . 
Urban Agriculture as Green 
infrastructure 
The principles of green infrastructure thus have 
potential to re - conceptualize urban agriculture , 
from scattered and niche activities to an 
integrated component of a cities ' urban fabric. 
Integrating urban agriculture as green 
infrastructure pushes forward the notion that 
UA is an important component of a sustainable 
city and advocates for it to be integral part of 
planning and design. Doing so acknowledges that 
food and landscapes are mutually constituted and 
that connectivity will develop and strengthen 
this interdependence for increased benefits. 
Conversely , including urban agriculture and 
productive landscapes as components of a GI system 
adds food production and its associated benefits as 
additional functions of a cities ' infrastructure 
while adding to landscape heterogeneity and also 
to the system' s aggregated mul tifunctionali ty. 
This then also helps develop urban agriculture 
and productive urban landscapes gain spatial 
significance within the urban fabric. Finally , 
urban agriculture as green infrastructure 
expands the typologies of GI to include places 
of food production and creates new hybrid and 
multifunctional productive infrastructure. 
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UA as GI 
AE in UA 
Integrating urban agriculture as green 
infrastructure 
Pushes forward the notion that UA is an important component of 
a sustainable city and advocates for it to be integral part of 
planning and design 
Acknowledges that food and landscapes are mutually constituted and 
that connectivity will develop and strengthen this interdependence 
for increased benefits 
Helps develop urban agriculture and productive urban landscapes 
gain spatial significance within the urban fabric 
Adds to GI's multifunctionality providing food production and its 
associated benefits as additional functions of a GI system 
Expands typologies of GI to include places of food production and 
creates new hybrid and multifunctional productive landscapes 
Integrating agroecology in urban 
agriculture: 
Can help realize productive potential of UA and create resilient 
urban food systems through management practices rooted in ecology 
Can enhance urban biodiversity and ecosystem services through the 
design of complex and diverse agroecosystems 
As a social movement, advocates for the right of citizens to 
decide their own food and farming policies and demands social 
transformation to achieve food sovereignty 
Reinforces positive contributions of indigenous peoples' and 
traditional food production systems 
Expands citizen participation and democracy in the co- production 









Together, these three concepts form a new model 
of infrastructure which I am referring to here 
as Productive Green Infrastructure or PGI - This 
incorporates ecology and food sovereignty into 
urban agriculture and integrates it as a part of 
an interconnected network 
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Strategies Components 
My proposal, the ' Har i yo 
Ma l a ' i s a contextual 
i terat i on of th i s mode l 
and i s spec ific to the 
geograph i ca l context of 
the Kathmandu Valley. 
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This PGI system consists of several strategies and design components. The strategies were 
synthesized from green infrastructure and agroecology and relate to their principles here to the 
left. 
Simply, they are ways that the principles can be achieved and guide how components create the PGI. 
I won 't explain these in detail right now , but I show their empirical and context specific use in 
my design interventions. 
Similarly, the components of the system include green infrastructure assets, urban agriculture 
typologies, and agroecology practices. These elements relate to different scales of intervention 
described here as meso or region/city, local, and micro scales. 
And it is the horizontal reading of these components at their respective scales that generates 
the Productive Green Infrastructure system. 
For example, 
At the Local scale, community parks could facilitate community gardens thus integrating food 
production as one of the multiple functions of the park. This could then be developed as a 
demonstration site where agroecological practices are developed and shared. This acts as an 





Principles and strategies from the concepts of GI and AE are combined and translated 










Circular and solidarity networks 
Empowering infrastructure 
Strategies 
Reframe UA as GI and integrate with other infrastructures 
Plan for multiple functions incorporating food production 
as a key function 
Create physical and/or functional connections between 
productive landscapes and other GI assets 
Combine spatial concepts from GI planning with food as 
metaphor to guide and inspire planning 
Design for complex and diverse agroecosystems based on 
principles of ecology 
Guarantee people's access to resources to define their 
own food systems 
Strengthen short chain community food networks and 
develop closed-loop systems 
Facilitate adequate urban infrastructure to build farmer 
resourcefulness 
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Green ways I Greenbelts 
City parks 
Sports complex I recreational grounds 
Water bodies and waterside areas 















Town and village greens and commons 
Rain - gardens I bio - filters I bioswales 
Green roofs and walls 
Green streets and alleys 
Street trees , verges , hedges 
Local right of way 





Cultural landscape farms 
Pasture land 
Commercial farms 
Edible hotel landscapes 
Agricultural estates 











Right of way gardens 
Private roof gardens 





• AE Practices 
Land trusts 
Diversified agricultural landscapes 
Agroecological territories 
Closed loop networks 
Short food cha ins 
Provision o f public goods 
Community land trusts 
Agroforestry 
Community food networks 
Farmer to farmer networks 
Food hubs 
Agroecological lighthouses 
Increase access to land, biodiversity 
Co - creat i on & sharing of knowledge 
Crop diversification 
Crop- livestock systems 
Crop rotation 





· Kathmandu, Nepal 
· Rapid Urbanization 
· Impact on agriculture 
· State proposed infrastructure 

Kathmandu, Nepal 
Over the l ast few decades , Kathmandu has gone through 
cons i derab l e soc i a l, poli t i cal, and envi ronmenta l 
transformations. Hi stor i call y the hub for Nepal' s 
urban deve l opment , the valley , start i ng from the 
1 970s has seen one of the fastest urban growth 
rates i n the wor l d (Manandhar , Parajuli, 20 1 5) 
and cont i nues to grow rap i d l y t ill th i s day. As 
a consequence of unp l anned urban i zat i on; l oss 
of green open spaces , unprecedented pollut i on 
of waterways , and fa iling i nfrastructure are 
da i ly real i t i es for the peop l e. Kathmandu ' s food 
systems i n part i cu l ar are i ncreas i ng l y subject to 
the effects of a d i mi n i sh i ng food shed, l oss of 
agr i cu l tura l i dent i ty , and other stressors such 
as natura l d i sasters and c l imate change. 
45 - degree v iew o f Kathmandu Valley 
Chri s t oph Ho rmann 
Kathmandu Valley (Top ) 
Map o f Nepal wi th kathmandu Valley h i ghl i ghted (Bottom) 
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Co nceptual cro ss sect i o n o f the Kathmandu Valley 
Creswell et al ., 2 00 1 i n Davi ds , 2 01 9 39 
Rapid Urbanization 
The abo li t i on of the Rana reg i me in 195 1 marked a poli t i ca l a waken i ng and the beg i nn i ng of a democrat i c 
trans i t i on i n Nepal, and the country opened up to the wor l d aga i n after 1 04 years of autocrat i c ru l e. 
Wi th the construct i on o f t wo ma j or h i ghways i n the fo ll owi ng decades: the Tr i bhuvan Hi ghway i n the 
1 950s and the Aran i ko Highway i n the 1 960s , the country further solid i fied i ts connect i ons to I ndi a and 
Ch i na (Thapa et a l . 2008 ) . The h i ghways served as i mportant corr i dors connect i ng key towns and c i t i es 
to the Kathmandu Valley. They were a l so i nstrumenta l i n fac ili tat i ng the i n - mi grat i on o f peop l e seeki ng 
to come to Kathmandu , where h i stor i call y , poli t i cal, economi c , and cu l tura l opportun i t i es have most 
a l ways been concentrated (Di x i t et a l. 20 1 4) (Thapa et a l. 2008). 
Over the years , due to i ts centrali ty , the valley has cont i nued to be a key gravi ty center for rura l 
to urban i nmigrat i on and has subsequent l y exper i enced rap i d urban i zat i on. Over the l ast three decades , 
bui l t up areas i ncreased by 4 12 %, the ma j or i ty o f which occurred dur i ng the Nepa l ese Ci v il War. I n 
20 11, the popu l at i on o f the valley was est i mated to be around 1 milli on , and i s pro j ected to doub l e by 
2030 (I sht i aque et a l . 20 17). The valley has cont i nued to grow t ill th i s day , a l be i t not as v i gorous l y , 
wi th deve l opment i n a concentr i c pattern a l ong the ma j or roads at the expanse o f agr i cu l tura l l and 
convers i on. Decades of poli t i ca l i nstabili ty however have meant that th i s growth has not been susta i nab l e 
and the ex i st i ng i nst i tut i ons , poli c i es , and have been unab l e to keep up wi th the changes . Al though 
severa l deve l opment p l ans have been deve l oped f or the valley , barr i ers of i nst i tut i ona l f ragmentat i on , 
confli ct i ng j ur i sdi ct i on , and i nadequate publi c i nvestments proh i b i t the i r imp l e mentat i on. Lack o f 
access to water , i ntermi ttent power supp l y , and subpar solid waste management are some of the press i ng 




Urban izat i on i n the Kathmandu valley 
Increase i n bu i lt up envi ronment i s f ollowed by a loss i n agr i culture land 
Adapted from Ri mal et al ., 2017 
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Impact on agriculture 
Nat i onall y , agr i cu l ture i s an i ntegra l part o f Nepal' s economy , maki ng up one th i rd o f the GDP. The 
sector provi des emp l oyment to a l most two th i rds of the tota l popu l at i on and l i ve lihood to around 
three fourths. However , agr i cu l tura l product i on has cont i nued to dec line , over the years and s i nce 
the 1 990s , the country has exper i enced a macro l eve l food defic i t. Today , many peop l e suffer from food 
i nsecur i ty and spend a s i gn i ficant amount of the i r earn i ngs on food ( I BN , 20 15). Near l y 4 1 % of the 
popu l at i on l acks access to the mi n i ma l ca l or i e i ntake , and the country struggles i n meet i ng standards 
of food safety , nutr i tion , and d i vers i ty (GoN , 20 18). 
Si milar l y , i n the past , agr i cu l ture wi th i n the Kathmandu Valley was suffic i ent i n meet i ng the overall 
food needs of the peop l e and is assumed to have been ab l e to supp l y up to one quarter of i ts demand for 
vegetab l es (Di x i t and Bhandari, 2003; Ban i ya , 2008 ; as used i n Di x i t et a l . , 20 14). This has not been 
the case i n the recent years , however. Accordi ng to the KFVWM ' s annua l report, on l y about 8 percent 
of the a ll produces come from wi th i n the valley. The rema i n i ng amount i s i mported from e l sewhere i n 
the country as we ll as from the ne i ghbor i ng countr i es of I ndi a and China, d i sp l aying a s i gn i ficant 
dependence on reg i ona l and i nternat i ona l market systems. Th i s re l iance on l ong d i stance transport of 
food has meant , t i me and aga i n , i ncreas i ng and often extreme l y fluctuat i ng food pr i ces. 
Addi ng to th i s vu l nerabili ty are concerns of natura l d i sasters such as floods and l ands lides i nduced 
by c limate change. As for production wi th i n the valley , i ncreas i ng rates of urban i zat i on over arab l e 
l and and l and fragmentat i on cont i nue to put pressure on product i v i ty. Availab l e li terature shows that 
over the l ast decades , i mmense deve l opment pressures have resu l ted i n the expans i on of buil t - up areas 
by four - fo l d wi th a proport i onate reduction of non - bui l t areas (Di x i t et a l . , 2015 as used in Dixit 
et a l . , 20 14). Today , wi th the except i on of the odd vacant l and here and there , agr i cu l tura l l and has 
been re l egated to the per i pher i es of the valley. There i s a l so a press i ng need for drast i c i mprovements 
i n i nfrastructure and fac ili t i es. Food product i on i s still pr i maril y re liant on the annua l monsoons 
wi th l i mi ted year - round i rr i gation fac i l i t i es ( I BN, 2015). Where once tradi t i ona l i rr i gation canals 
compensated for i nadequate ra i nfall, today farmers are re l iant on mechan i ca l systems. Moreover , the 
i ncrease i n nonagr i cu l tura l uses have depr i ved downstream agr i cu l tura l use (Di x i t et a l ., 2005 as used 
i n Di x i t et a l . , 20 14). Si milar l y , there i s an i ncreas i ng dependence on new and hybr i d seed var i et i es. 
Th i s a l ong wi th an i ncreased usage of synthet i c fert ili zers and pest i c i des have reduced crop d i vers i ty 
and outcompeted the usage of tradi t i ona l seed var i et i es. There i s a potent i a l r i sk of a l oss of 
these tradi t i ona l and l oca l seeds and l oss of p l ant genet i c d i vers i ty as we ll as agrodi vers i ty and 
traditional knowl edge. In terms of governance, as elsewhere i n the country , poli c i es and amendments 
to date have l arge l y fa iled to reso l ve i ssues regardi ng agr i cu l tura l l and (GoN , 20 18). Lack of 
coordi nat i on among agenc i es , weak i mp l ementat i on i n i t i at i ves, fa ilure to pr i or i t i ze agr i cu l tura l 
extens i on servi ces over compet i ng i nterests , and fa ilure to prevent art i fic i a l pr i ce esca l at i ons , are 
examp l es of poor governance that have added to and have compounded on ex i sting vu l nerabi li t i es to the 
valley ' s food system (Di x i t et a l, 2014). 
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State proposed infrastructure 
Among the numerous development works proposed by the state, an important infrastructure proposal 
within the Kathmandu Valley has been the Outer Ring Road Project (ORRP)- a 72 km stretch of road 
encircling the valley which is envisioned by the state government as an integrated infrastructure 
corridor serving as the backbone of urban growth in the future. The ring road has been championed as 
a mechanism for controlling urban sprawl, easing existing traffic and increasing capacity for future 
traffic, improving connectivity and flo w of goods and services, and integrating existing three city 
centers within the valley. It is proposed to be 50 m wide with an additional 250 m on boths sides to 
be land pooled for urban development. (KVDA, 2016) (Shrestha, 2013) (JICA, 2017). Originally proposed 
in 2005, the project was suspended due to disputes with stakeholders. It was only in 2016 that the 
ORRP was brought back into consideration (Ojha, Anup, 2016) . The proposals have however again been 
met with numerous protests from various groups either due to issues related to lack of appropriate 
compensation for acquisition of land, or by environmental groups raising concerns against the felling 
of trees for the road construction (Ghimire, Binod. 201 9 ) (The Kathmandu Post, 2018). 
The infrastructure projects have received pushback from the indigenous Newar Jyapus of Khokana, a 
traditional village in the outskirts of the valley. The state has allocated around 5 major projects 
near the village which include the ring road, and the fast track The community has raised concerns of 
gentrification and destruction of their cultural heritage and has claimed that they were not included 
in the decision making process. Excluded from consul tat ions and forced into unfair bargains, the 
residents of Khokana are worried about losing their home, their land, and their identity. Championed 





New national railway 
Railway connection with China 
Speculative railway 
connections with India 
In f rastructure projects are proposed throughout the country , however 
everyth i ng i s central iz ed i n Kathmandu 
Image adapted from the work of Sanghamitra Subba 
Speculat i ve Outer Ri ng Road and new urban town 
proposals (J ICA , 2017 ; KVDA , 2016) 
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Proposed i n f rastructure projects 
at Khokana , a tradi t i onal 
settlments 
In f rastructure projects i ncludi ng a new outer r i ng road project 
threaten to d i splace i ndi gneous commun i t i es f rom the i r land . 
Speculat i ve v i s i on 
f or new urban 
development 
Land pool i ng on s i des 
o f ORR f or urban 
development 
Outer r i ng r oad 
Fast - track h i ghway 
Buffers f or Bagmat i 
Restorat i on Project 
Bagmati River 
Mu l t i p l e i nfrastructure pro j ects proposed 
at the same l ocat i on i n Khokana 
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Timeline showing proposal of the Outer Ring Road (ORR) 




Design proposals and visioning 
· Ha riyo Mala 
· Taudaha Sanglo 
· Taudaha Agroecological Lighthouse 






Proposal Scales of intervention 
I 
City Pr oduct i ve 
i n frast ructure Vi s i on 
Gr een 
Ha riyo Mala Green Necklace 
II 
Pr odu c tive g r een 
































I Valley wide green infrastructure visioning 
The existing Kathmandu Valley - urban development is concentrated at the core and is expanding towards 
the periphery. As urbanization continues, open space and agricultural land are being fragmented, 
taken up and converted. While small fragments of conserved forests remain at the outer edges of the 
valley, planning approaches as they are now fail to think of the integrity of the landscape as an 
integrated whole. 
The Kathmandu Valley 
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Mala as a spatial metaphor for interlinked and 
interdependent productive landscapes and urban fabrics 
What is a mala? 
• • • • • • 
•••• ·-P!~-3 ••••• • i 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• • •• • ••• • • • 
A woman f rom humla d i str i ct wear i ng a Co i n Necklace 
Surendr a Jabegu 
The Mala (Neckl ace) i s an impo r tant pa r t o f Nepali cu l tur e havi ng spiri tua l 
and soc i a l s i gn ificance. I t i s used and i s used i n prayer , ceremon i es , and 
during r i tua l s th r oughout a person ' s life. Comp ri sed o f beads made f rom 
seeds , wood , stone , or of gems connected by a thread , the Ma l a represents a 
va l uab l e personal arte f act that one cher i shes. 
The Mala i s taken as a metaphor to repr esent and pro j ect an i nterconnected 
system of natura l resources , open spaces , buil t i nfrastructure , and waterways 
- l andscape i nstast r ucture , wh i ch li ke the ma l a , i s a l so va l uab l e , cher i shed , 
and taken care for. 
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Strategies Components 
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Develop i ng the mala metaphor 
The form of the ma l a i s taken 
and further art i cu l ated 
referencing key l andscape 
e l ements of the Kathmandu 
Valley: 
Conserved forests at the edge , 
Farml and on the ins i de , 
Buil t - up area at the core 
1111 Conserved Forests 
~ Product i ve f armland 
Road 
~ Ri ver 
A tradi t i ona l ma l a i s taken and 
i ts core e l ements are s i mplified 
- beads + thread 
Roads and waterways become the 
connect i ve thread linki ng the 
farml and and forests 
The beads and thr eads f urther 
evo l ve to art i cu l ate and reflect 




• • ••• • 
rl i Hariyo Mala 
8 iGJ r®®lri lri®«::~JL©J«::® 
0.. 
Conserved Forests 
Agroeco l og i ca l 
terr i tor i es 
Buil t - up core 
Bagmat i Ri ver 
System 
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The Hariyo Mala metaphor is developed to articulate and communicate the spatial concept of the 
Hariyo Mala 
a green infrastructure vision for a more sustainable and resilient future Kathmandu Valley. 
It envisions a landscape comprised of concentric, interlinked and interdependent systems of conserved 
forests, agroecological productive territories, and built-up area, connected by nested hybrid 
productive green infrastructure 
This hybrid productive green infrastructure will: 
Integrate places of food production as essential elements of future Kathmandu 
Include a diverse mosaic of landscapes that provide multiple functions and ecosystem services 
including food production as key function 
Connect " outdoor spaces for food growing, leisure, movement and commerce shared by people, natural 
habitats, non- vehicular circulation routes and ecological corridors~ 
Include productive landscapes cultivated as complex and diverse agroecosystems 
Be conserved to provide access to communi ties to define their own models of food production, 
distribution,and consumption 
Support embedded short chain community food networks and closed-loop nutrient systems 
Improve adequate urban infrastructure to build resourceful farmers and communities 
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II Urban green infrastructure network strategy 
"The transect acts as too l to understand the 
agr i cu l tura l functions a l ong the rural-urban 
cont i nnuum." (Duany et a l, 2011) 
A link within the Hariyo Mala 
The transect h i ghlighted in Pink was se l ected for 
further investigation for the followi ng reasons: 
The transect 
Compr i ses of multiple open spaces des i gnated for use 
i n emergency s i tuat i ons by the state 
I nc l udes areas proposed for des i gnat i on as 
agr i cu l tural zone. See map be l ow. 
Lies at the southern half of the valley where future 
urban deve l opment i s expected to occur 
Compr i ses of per i urban agr i cu l tura l l and important 
for the food product i on i n the valley 
I s a l ong the Bagmati Ri ver a cu l turall y 




Transect shows d i verse geograph i es of the Kathmandu 
Valley - Hill/Forest, Traditonal sett l ement , Suburb , 
Urban area 
Connects multiple religiously and cu l turall y 
important s i tes 
-·A~.'" ~u.,>./ ~: - ~ R~•d 
- CkM <Ro'lf:RMo 11,.,1r<<k 
-Gr.:e n Zon~ 
Speculat i ve land use plan as 
proposed i n Kathmandu Valley 
2035 and beyond : 20 Years 
Strategi c Devel opment Master 
Pl an (201 5 - 2035 ) for Kathmandu 
Va ll ey 
Yellow and green zones were 
proposed to be des i gnated 
as Agr i cultural area wi th 
restr i cted construct i ons 
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Wholesale f ru i ts and vegetable 
market 
Government i nst i tut i ons 
Educat i onal i nst i tut i ons 
Parks 
)( In f ormal settlements 




Tradi t i onal settlements 
Forests , tree cover 
Industry 
•••••• ••• 
•• •• •• •• 
• • 
•• 
• • • • • 
•• ••• 
Urban central a rea • • • • • • ••••• 
• • • • • • ••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Agr i cu l tura l l and are present on 
the outskirts of the urban central 
area. As the c i ty cont i nues to 
grow and expand , there has been 
an i ncrease i n construct i on on 
agr i cu l tura l l and outwards to the 
urban per i phery and a l so i nwards 
to the Bagmat i River that runs 
through and dra ins the valley. 
Urban periphery •••••••• . 
• • • • • • • • • 





Other green spaces 
Road 
• Underutilized vacant spaces • Forest I Tree cover 
Built - up area 
\_ Bagmati River 
Nepal to Hetauda Highway 
Chobhar gorge 
and Manjushree Park 
Historic landmark tied to 
the origin myth o f Kathmandu 
Taudaha 
Ecologically important lake 
T.U. khet 
Farmland on the grounds o f 
Tribhuvan University , the largest 
public university o f Nepal 
Bagmati rlver 
Ho ly r i ver that runs through the 
valley 
Oxygenat i on park 
Forme r aerating poind currently 
used as a public commons 
Srikali temple 
Important Hindu religious temple and 
chaur 
Khokana 
A tradi t i ona l settlement o f 
the i ndigenous Newar people , 
histor i cally famous f or mustard 
cult i vat i on 
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Key elements of proposal 
Proposed productive land 
connected and protected 
from fragmentation 
Proposed network of open 
spaces 
Proposed forest cover 
( ···· ··· ···· 




Conserve product i ve l and 
through l and trusts and prevent 
f ragmentat i on 
Deve l op as agroeco l og i ca l 
terr i tory 
Empowering infrastructure 
Create a food hub at Taudaha a l ong 
h i ghway 
Connectivity 
Open up r i ver corr i dor to publi c 
Connect open spaces f arml and , 
and cu l tura l s i tes through 
wa l kab l e and forageab l e green 
corr i dor 
Add f ood product i ve f u nct i ons to 
u nderut ili zed spaces 
Agroecological diversification 
Create and connect ripari an 
buffers a l ong r i ver corr i dor wi th 
mu l t i pu r pose trees 
Promote agroeco l og i ca l pract i ces 
such as agro f orestry , c r op 
d i verifc i at i on , and edi b l e 
hedgerows to i nc r ease p r oduct i ve 
urban tree cover 
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Forest I Tree cover 




+ Green links 
+ Allotments 
Neighborhood park 
+ Designated open space 
+ Raised bed community gardens 
Constructed wetland 
~har gorge scenic vista 
+ Park 
+ Urban f orest 
~~ Commercial smallholder farms 
Forageable green corridor 
+ Pedestrian trail 
Agroecological lighthouse 
+ Land trust 
+ Food hub 
Pasture land 
+ Riparian buffer 
Cultural landscape farms 
+ Agroforest hedgerows 
+ Community f orests 
+ Agricultural wetland 
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t/) 
Q) Integration Promote agr i cu l ture l and as key green i n f rastructure asset ; 
•1"'4 take ' Nepa l to Hetauda ' h i ghway and Bagmat i r i ver as cu l tura l 
en and envi ronmenta l anchors f or i ntervent i ons , i ncorporate food 
Q) product i ve f unct i on to ex i st i ng underut ili zed spaces 
+J 
<t1 Multifunctionality Enhance l andscape heterogene i ty by preservi ng/creat i ng d i verse 
~ mosa i c of p l aces that offer a wi de var i ety of ecosystem servi ces 
+J inc l udi ng f ood product i on as a key f u nct i on 
C/) 
~ Connectivity Connect f ragmented product i ve spaces through GI, new road access , 
~ restored product1ve l and , and canopy and p l ant cover 
• ( • . . . Use ' sang l o ' as a spat i a l metaphor to gu i de amd commun i cate des i gn 







Agroecological Promote agroeco l og i ca l f arm management pract i ces on product i ve 
diversification l and a l ong Bagmat i, i nc l udi ng agro f orestry and mu l t i crop f armi ng 
Food sovereignty Set up l and trusts to prevent l and fragmentat i on , protect and 
i mprove access to f arml and and ensure l and tenure f or s ma ll l and 
ho l ders 
Circular and l. d . t t k Create urban to rura l nutr i ent l oop where organi c waste i s co llected 
SO 1 ar1 Y ne WOr S from the c i ty , brought to the food hub i n Taudaha , composted and 
ut ili zed i n agr i cu l ture , and l ater so l d to urban markets 
Me so Scale 
GI Assets UA Typologies AE Practices 
c. .. ........................................................................................ ........... .. ..................................................................... ...... .......................................... ......................................................... . 
5 Forests Forageabl e corr i dors Land trusts 
(.) Green ways I Greenbe l ts Commun i ty f arms Di vers ified agr i cu l tura l 
Green links Cu l tura l l andscape f arms l andscapes 
• Trail s Pasture l and Agroeco l og i ca l terr i tor i es l 
• Urban Commons Commerc i a l f arms Cl osed l oop networks ~ 
• Vernacu l ar agr i cu l tura l typo l og i es l 
.................................................................................................................................................. ~t.;r.~t.~9 . .t.~ .'? .... ~D.9. ... f.9.ffil?. 9.D.~D.t. .'? .... ),!t. . t.J .. t .. ;;:. ~9. .... t.D. ... t.b.~ ... P. J:9.!?.9. .'?.~J ......... ~.0 
III Productive neighborhood 
landscape 
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Tau: Snake Daha: Lake 
The neighborhood of Taudaha 
wh ich lies along the 
transect was selected for 
l oca l scale investigati on . 
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Nagpanchami ritual at Taudaha 
Spo tlight Nepal 
Aerial view of Taudaha 
Viato r . c om 
Bar- headed g oose 
S omasekharan Sandeep 
Taudaha i s an important s i te a l ong the transect and was se l ected f or l oca l sca l e i ntervent i on as i t i s : 
An important re lig i ous and cu l tura l s i te 
Believed to be a remnant l ake o f when 
Manjushree (a bodh i sattva) dra i ned the l ake 
that once covered the valley 
Accordi ng to the l egend , Karkotak Nagraj and 
Nagran i (the Ki ng and Queen of Serpents) and 
Lord Ganesh res i de i n the pond and thus no 
fish i ng and boat i ng are a ll owed t ill now . 
Var i ous re lig i ous ceremoni es performed at 
the s i te throughout the year 
Up to 500 i nterna l tour i sts v i s i t dur i ng the 
weekends 
An ecologically important agricultural wetland 
One of the l argest ponds i n Bagmat i watershed 
Seasonal hab i tat for hunderds of mi gratory b i rd 
spec i es 
Constructed agr i cu l tura l wet l ands such as those 
surroundi ng Taudaha have h i stor i ca ll y been an 
i mportant part of the Kathmandu Valley l andscape . 
They have provi ded a range of ecosystem servi ces 
i nc l ud i ng food product i on , retent i on of so il and 
the cyc ling of nutr i ents , as we ll as hab i tat for a 
var i ety of p l ants and an i ma l s . 
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Taudaha Neighborhood 
Exi s ting conditions 
The ne i ghborhood i s pr i maril y agr i cu l tura l wi th small bus i nesses 
s i tuated a l ong the h i ghway. Taudaha i s the ma i n foca l po i nts drawi ng 
hundreds of tour i sts to the ne i ghborhood. Severa l small restaurants 
have been buil t i n the recent years around the l ake. 
5 00 ' 1 000 ' 
25 0 ' 
+ School 
X Restaurants 
X Grocery Store 
Wa t e r sys t em 
Cont our 
Roads 
+ Religiou s Some of the envi ronmenta l i ssues surroundi ng Taudaha have been an 
i nc r ease i n construct i on o f build i ngs a r ound the l ake , l oss o f f orest 




Q) Integration Acknowl edge k i tchen gardens and farms as GI assets i n neighborhood 
'" p l anning 
C) Create stormwater filtration buffers and gardens a l ong h i ghway 
Q) adjacent to and around Taudaha 
+J 
m Multifunctionality Cu l tura l : Create an agroeco l og i ca l lighthouse as model farm for 
L. demonstration , train i ng and for conservation of tradi tiona l 
+J seed var i et i es and farming pract i ces 
en Ecological: Augment eco l ogica l funct i ons by creating r i par i an 
~ Connectivity and green buffers , wet l ands , and integrated hedgerows; 
~ Production: Promote agroeco l og i ca l farm management 
• ( • Connect to l arger green/foregabl e r i par i an corr i dor 







Bagmati Ri ver to Sri Kali Temple and Khokana farmland 
Agroecological Deve l op as key node/jewe l of Bagmati Productive Lahar through 
diversification conservat i on easements and l and trusts 
Food sovereignty Work wi th farmers to prevent farm-land fragmentation, land grabbing, 
Provide access to seeds , d i versity techn i ca l knowl edge, and 
i rr i gat i on i nfrastructure 
Circular and 
solidarity networks 
Create c l osed l oop cooperat i ve networks of organic waste collect i on, 
short - d i stance transport , compost i ng i n l oca l agr i culture , and sa l e 
of subsequent produce to solidar i ty consumer groups 
Create commun i ty based and managed publi c food hub as part of Empowering 
Infrastructure l oca l food network to aggregate l og i st i ca l servi ces and provi des 
opportun i t i es such as access to d i rect sa l es, warehouse , etc. 
GI Assets UA Typologies AE Practices 
~ Commun i ty forests Foregable forest/corridor/ windbreaks Commun i ty l and trust 
Ri par i an buffers Multifamily farms I Khet Agroforestry 
• Ri dged terraces Farm to restaurant gardens Food hub 
• Wet l ands Terraced farming I Bari Agroeco l og i ca l lighthouse 
• Edible hedgerows 
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Riparian buffer *** 
500 ' 1 000 ' 
250 ' 
Yojana 





























Market in Ka limati , Kathmandu 




X Grocery Store 
+ Religious 
....... .. ::.+·· + 
It 
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Pr o p osed 
Existing 
Taudaha Food System 
J; · ·· ·· · ·· · ·· · · ··· · ····· · ·· · ····· · ·· · ·· · · · ·· · · ··· · ····· · ·· · ····· · ····· ·· · ·· · ·· ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· ·· · ·· · ·· · · ··· · ····· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· ·· · ····· · ·· · ····· · ·· · ·· · · · ·· · · ··· · ·· · ····· · ··· · · · ····· · ·· ·· ·· · ·· · · · ··· · ·· · ·· · ·· ·· ···· ·· · · · · ·· ·· · ····· · ·· · ·· ~ 
Production ··) Processing ··) Distribution ··) Retail ··) Waste 
A 
... ........................ ....... ..... .............. .. .. ··· · · ·· ~ ·· · · ..................................... ................... . ... ........................ ......................... 
Where? 
Taudaha Model Farm 
Community a gro f o r e s t s 













Taudaha management committee 



























































X Grocery Store 
+ Religious 
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IV Si te Des i gn 
The Si te i s approx i mate l y 8 acres i n area. Adjacent to the l ake , the s i te 
presents an opportun i ty for the protect i on of agr i cu l tura l l and from where 
agroeco l og i ca l practices can be deve l oped and shared wi th the commun i ty thereby 
prevent i ng excessive use of fert il izers , l oss of farml and , and supports i ncrease 
of forest cover and a d i vers i fied farmi ng pract i ce. 
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(/) Multi functionality 
Q) Ecological function Enhance b i odi vers i ty; improve soil fert ili ty; reduce externa l i nputs 
·1"'4 Cultural function Deve l op a mode l farm for fie l d - based l earn i ng and as commun i ty hub 
~ Productive function Provi de d i etary d i vers i ty and i mproved nutr i ents; supp l ement se l f 
~ provi s i on capac i ty 
~ Food sovereignty Ensure access to farml and , seeds , and b i odi vers i ty; Support co -
~ creat i on and shar i ng of knowl edge 
en 
Agroecological Promote Agroforestry combined wi th mu l t i-crop farmi ng and crop 
< • diversification rotat l on pract l ces 







infrastructure c l assroom , chautar i s 
Local Scale 
GI Assets UA Typologies AE Practices 
c. ......................................................... .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... .................. . 
5 Pass i ve i rr i gat i on Commun i ty farm I Khet Develop as agroecological l i ghthouse 
U Terraced fie l ds Ki tchen garden 1 Bari Implement agroecological practices 
. . Agro f orestry 
• Shrubs Edl b l e forest garden I Khar Bar~ Crop d i vers i fication 
• Trees Hoop house Inter cropping 
• Crops Crop rotations 











• • ••• • 
Taudaha Hariyo Yojana 
1 Food forest 
2 Bird- watching pavilion 
3 Agricultural wetland terraces 
4 Paati - Traditional Newa reststop 
5 Edible courtyard 
6 Goat shelter and compost shed 
7 Diversity register + seed bank + 
library 
9 Community hall +classrooms +workshop 
5 0 ' 100 ' 
0 ' 2 00 ' 
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Description of proposal 
Agroeco l og i ca l l ighthouse 
Demonstrat i on farm to deve l op and d i ssemi nate susta i nab l e agroeco l og i ca l farming pract i ces 
Mode l farm showcas i ng d i fferent agroforestry pract i ces 
Compr i ses of seed bank , library and commun i ty d i vers i ty reg i ster 
More product i ve and bio - d i verse farmi ng operat i on 
Commun i ty hub wi th support i ng i nfrastructure 
Center to build farmer to farmer solidar i t i es and cross - cu l tura l l earn i ng 
Democrat i c open space to engage commun i t i es towards social and envi ronmenta l i nitiat i ves 
Serve as soc i a l safety net that provi des for ne i ghborhood i n t i me of emergency 
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Built structures 
Commun i t y center : 
Classes 
wor kshop 




Commun i ty 
biodiversity 
r egi ster 
Flexi ble large 
front p orch : 
Seating 
Community f east 
Drying o f 




Nepali rest stops 
- seating unde r 
tree 
Taudaha Namuna Bari will include new infrastructure to support: 
Cultural functions: 
Paat i 
(Tradi t i onal 
Newari roo f ed rest 
stop) 
····· Vi e wi ng Deck 
c l assroom, library commun i ty hall, chautar i s , paat i s , shr i ne , f or l earn i ng , soc i a l gather i ng and r i tua l s 
Productive functions: 
i rr i gat i on system, hoop house , compost i ng shed , co l d storage , f or more product i ve and susta i nab l e f armi ng 
Ecological functions: 
seed bank to store and mainta i n un i que and rich l oca l crop d i vers i ty as part o f a decentrali zed community 
seed network 
(Gauchan et a l . 2002) ; 
Commun i ty b i odi vers i ty reg i ster as a too l f or commun i t i es to establi sh an i nventory o f crop d i vers i ty and to 
document i ts assoc i ated farmer (tradi tiona l ) knowl edge (Gomez et a l . 2002) 
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Proposed Site Organization 
Baul et al . 2014 
Cedamon et al . 2 019 






Ghar I House 
~ Ghar bari I Homstead Garden 
D Khet I irrigated lowland (flat) fields 
~ Pakhabari I Separate fields upto 30 min walking distance 
~ Kharbari I Forest 
The s i te organi zat i on represents d ifferent tradi t i ona l 
agri cu l ture p r act i ces o f the mi d h ill s o f Nepa l . These 
are symboli c but a l so a ll ow for educat i on and i nnovat i on 
o f strategi es su i tab l e to each type o f agr i cu l tu r e 
pract i ce. 







~ Description ~ 
~ ~ 1· ~;;~s steep ; Trees , woody sh r ubs , wild I 
Generall y p l ough i ng and seasoal croppi ng 




vegetab l es 
s l eep ; Cerea l s , f ru i ts , 
Mi ght be terraced ; p l ough i ng by an ima l s 
Generall y 2 cereal crops 
Fl at , p l ough i ng by an ima l o r t r actor 
poss i b l e 
2cereal crops + 
Mi ght have bunds 
2 - 3 cereal crops , 
vegetab l e 
............... ....... .................... : ......................... ....................................................................... ......................... .......... 7.4~ 




Peace Corps, 1990 
Border planting 
For agricultural crops that 
require a lot of light, or are 
normally grown on flat areas 






and leaves used as 
and as green manure 
Agricultural Land 
Controls soil erosion as well as 
produce one or several types of 
agrofores try products, such as 
fruit, corn, and/or vegetables. 
Fo r est f armi ng I Windbreaks 
Strip is formed by one or more 
rows of trees planted close 
together 
Has multistory configuration with 
diverse species composition 
(E1evitch et al. 2018) 
Al ley croppi ng 
Strip is formed by one or more 
> rows of trees planted close 
together 
Rows are planted along the 
contours to minimize soil loss 
"Agroforestry is the integration of trees, plants, and animals in conservative, long-term, 
prOdUCtiVe systems" (Martin et al. 1992) 
Current l y fert ili zer i ntens i ve farmi ng i s pract i ced. Agroforestry cou l d be a more susta i nab l e a l ternat i ve 
wh i ch cou l d provi de (Savanna Inst i tute , 20 1 9): 
Diversified income/food security: Trees and shrubs p l anted i n wi ndbreak can be cu l t i vated as food , fiber , 
and fodder to be marketed or used for subs i stence purposes 
Higher land- use efficiency : Tree roots capture nutr i ents that crops cannot access , thereby i ncreas i ng 
the product i ve potent i a l of the l and. 
Wildlife habitat and corridors : Provi des resources for pollinators and re f uge f or benefic i a l i nsects 
that contro l pests on farm 
Carbon Sequestration i n woody perenni a l s and soil organi c matter. 
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Plant List Plant spec i es utilized f or f ood , medi c ine, ritual in the middle hills o f Nepal. 
Thi s list can be used as 
practices in Kathmandu. 
to identify and inc l ude 
Canopy layer 
Cinnamomum tamala 


















J uniperus wall ichiana 
F . glomerata 
Erithrina variegata 
Bredelia retusa 
Premna integrifol ia 
P . latifolia 








Artocarpus integrifol ia 
Castanopsis indica 
Machilus spp . 
Acacia catechu 
F . semicordata 
F . cunai 
a start ing point in incorporat ing a more diversified suite o f plants in f arming 
Taking this list , the next step should invo l ve working with l oca l communitie s 




Me sua fer rea 
Cocos nucifera 
Pyrus communis 













F semicordata var mont~n~minum arborescens 
Symplocos ramosissima Berberis asiatica 
Elaeocarpus sphaericusCoffea arabica 
Artocarpus heterophyllW§odfordia fruticosa 
T . tomentosa Mussaenda macrophylla 




Mallotus philippensis Gossypium arboreum 
Crataeva religiosa 
Dalbergia sissoo 





Nyctanthes arbor - trisis 
Eurya japonica 
Euphorbia royaleana 
Camellia Spp . 
Bougainvillea spp 





J usticia adhatoda L . 
Colebrookea oppos itifol ia 
Citrus aurautifolia Solanum melongena 
Antidesma diandrum Solanum nigrum L . 
Psidium guajava Yucca sp . 
Brassaiopsis hainla Rauvolfia verticillata 
Punica granatum J usticia adhatoda L 
Lyonia oval ifol ia Tecoma stans 
Bauhinia variegata 






Nyctanthes arbor - tristis 









Sapium insigne var . 
malabaricum 
Euphorbia pulcherrima 
Oc imum spp Mentha 
Mentha arvensis L . 
Valeriana jatamansi 





Radish Raphanus sativus 
Turnip Brassica rapa L. 
Pumpkin 
Yam 
Zingiber offic inale 
Allium cepa L . 






Brassica juncea L . 




































Row cropping model 
Alternate rows of trees and 
food crops 

















Border planting model 



































Forest farming /Windbreak model 
Farming in the woods where 
multipurpose trees also act as a 
protective windbreak 
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(1) !Li.>.\ . .... __ ..,.. rt 
3 
................. ; ................. . . . . . . . 
Terraces 
Khetbari 
Sloping Agricultural Land Model 
Alternating rows of permanent and non -
permaent rows are planted on terraced 
land 
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1 1 Community center - community hall , classes , 
kitchen , storage 
2 Chautari : Nepali rest stop archetype 
3 Fullbari Galli I Orchard Alley - Row 
cropping agrofores t ry model 








2 1 Public Chautari 
2 Dispersed tree planting 
on terraces 
3 Bird viewing pavillion + 
Shrine 
4 Food f o rest/ Pakhabari 









Newari New Year 
3 1 Non pe r manent c r ops 
2 Mixed use tree r ows 
on cont ou r edge 
Maize 
Mus t a r d and oil 
seeds 








Today , infrastructure projects are at the center 
of Nepal ' s national dialogue as the country seeks 
to move ahead to become a ' Naya ' I Modern Nepal , 
seemingly breaking from its agricultural history. 
With little regard to landscapes and the communi ties 
that inhabit them, these infrastructures are 
poised to have massive consequences for urbanizing 
cities such as Kathmandu and their surrounding 
environment throughout the country. 
Through research by designing , Hariyo Mala aims 
to project and share an alternative vision 
where infrastructure is productive , green , 
multifunctional , instead of extractive , grey 
and monofunctional. It imagines an urbanism that 
promtes and ethic of care for the environment 
and that values farmers , and communities that 
depend on them as stewards of the land and for all 
those that depend on it. The project explored how 
agriculture could be integrated into the urban 
fabric to envision more sustainable and resilient 
futures taking the Kathmandu Valley in Nepal 
as its context of study. The concepts of green 
infrastructure , and agroecology were explored to 
draw key principles and strategies , as well as 
key components that included typologies , assets , 
and practices . These synthesized strategies and 
components were then applied and tested through 
projective design explorations at various scales 
of intervention in the Kathmandu Valley . 
The intersection of urban agriculture , green 
infrastructure , and agroecology is a promising 
area of research in designing for sustainable 
and resilient landscapes. Integrating principles 
of green infrastructure provides opportunities 
for reconceptualizing productive landscapes as 
an interlinked part of a network of other natural 
systems in the city and creates opportunity for 
urban agriculture to gain spatial significance in 
the urban fabric , thereby creating a new hybrid 
and productive infrastructure. Integrating 
principles of urban agroecology provides a pathway 
to transform how food is produced in the city 
through the incorporation of principles of ecology 
and allows the reconnection of food production to 
its social meanings and movements . 
Through this food is re : placed back at the heart 
of place making . Urban agriculture becomes urban 
agroecology , and green infrastructure becomes 
productive green infrastructure . Agriculture is 
celebrated not only for production of food but 
for all its biocultural diversity - to protect and 
enhance the environment , to nourish bodies and 
spirits , to connect and strengthen communities , 
and to cultivate a better future . 
Future research could explore additional key sites 
along the selected transect on a site scale as has 
been explored in this project . This would support 
the exploration of vertical integration that has 
been initiated in this project and would provide 
more clarity on what horizontal integration would 
look like along the transect . These sites could 
include uphill settlements and community forests 
at the periphery of the valley to add another 
representative geography. Additionally , sites 
towards the city core , for example along the 
river , could also be promising to explore the 
potential of urban agriculture in more denser 
spaces of Kathmandu ' s fabric. 
Moving forward , it also becomes important to 
consider the strategies that were synthesized and 
explored by the project in relation to development 
work that are being taken ahead by the state 
government of Nepal. This could prove useful in 
exploring tradeoffs and creating dialogue on how 
urban agriculture , green infrastructure , and food 
sovereignty should be considered as an important 
part of any development proposal moving ahead . 
Here , the matrix of components synthesized by this 
project could be utilized as a tool to initiate 
community engagement and incorporate more bottom 
up approaches to planning . Finally , the design 
explorations that the project has done is informed 
by the strategies derived and the set of components 
gathered from literature on green infrastructure , 
urban agriculture , and agroecology . 85 
Future research could further clarify and 
illustrate specific steps that could be taken as a 
framework to further guide designers , planners , 
as well as stakeholders. Specifically , these 
steps could include those that connect planning 
approaches fr om green infrastructure and landscape 
ecology with those from agroecology. A key part o f 
this frame work should be an emphasis on commun ity 
engagement and local stakeholder participation 
to inform the overall design and planning o f the 
productive green infrastructure vision. 
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